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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Open the phone clamp (C) using the
clamp adjustment knob (E) and insert your
smartphone in to the adapter, your camera
lens should be on the opposite side from
the strap eyelet (G).

A. Locking wheel
B. Main plate
C. Phone clamp
D. Clamp adjustment thread
E. Clamp adjustment thread knob
F. Guide rods
G. Strap eyelet
H. Phone clamp base
I. Opticsrail
J. Mount thread

2. Set the height of the phone clamp (C) to
securely hold your smartphone model in the
adapter by turning the clamp adjustment
knob (E), turning clockwise lowers the
clamp, turning anti-clockwise raises the
clamp.

3. Loosen the locking wheel (A) and then
rotate the Opticsrail (I) so that the hole sits
central over the lens of your smartphone
camera. If your smartphone has multiple
lenses - simply align the hole with the lens
you want to use.
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4. Once alignment has been achieved,
secure the Opticsrail (I) by turning the
locking wheel (A) clockwise until it is
secured in place.

AVAILABLE ADAPTER RINGS
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

Compatible eyepiece rings that fit the
included K30 opticsrail.
VIEW
RANGE

SMARTOSCOPE UR-4
Adjustable eyepiece ring

KOWA AR RINGS
Kowa eyepiece rings

OPTICSRAILS (SOLD SEPARATELY)

5. The standard included Opticsrail* (I)
features a mounting thread to accept
adapter rings with a 30mm thread. Attach
your selected adapter ring by screwing
it in to the mounting thread (J) on the
Opticsrail (I)

6. Push the adapter ring on to the eyepiece
of your optic and secure.

7. To remove or change the opticsrail with
a different version (sold separately)
unscrew the locking wheel totally (A) so
that the opticsrail is released.
Replace with your chosen opticsrail and
insert the locking wheel, turn clockwise
to tighten.

Optional optics rails can be purchased to
allow connection of dedicated smartphone
rings from Zeiss and Swarovski.
SMARTOSCOPE Opticsrail Z13

for Zeiss 13mm smartphone rings.

SMARTOSCOPE Opticsrail S15

for Swarovski 15mm (PA) smartphone rings.

SMARTOSCOPE Opticsrail S16

for Swarovski 16mm (AR) smartphone rings.

Full product
configuration
options

